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Publisher's Note

A

year in and the future for
Indulge is looking better
and better! With all the new
memories we’ve created, the
experiences we’ve had and the new talent
we’ve met along the way, we continue to
be inspired. Food and the food industry
stretch so much further than what’s on
the plate. As we dig deeper, we learn more
about what happens behind the scenes.
Good food doesn’t simply start with
whomever is in the kitchen. It depends
on so much more – the farm and farmer,
the soil type, the weather and even the
water quality, the warehouses, the delivery
trucks, where you shop and what you buy. If you have only pictured the hard working men
and women who bring the meals to the table, I’d say you’re not thinking hard enough.
Consider the décor of the place,
the design of the menu, the
post you saw on Instagram, the
ad in the paper and even the
equipment in the kitchen. The
culinary experience starts with
much more than meets the eye.
This industry continues
to evolve from more than a
physical necessity, into an
emotional choice and a proud lifestyle. I’m so proud of
the team at CB Foods as we continue to evolve, innovate
and lead.
Our newest venture – The Jamaica Food and Drink
Festival aims to inject growth into our capital city and we’re
AN ENDLESS
thrilled to transform the CB Pan Chicken Championship
Finale from a single day event to a weekend of activities,
Summertime
as we host eight unique events over four days and nights
Opa!
A Delicious Life
come this October.
We invite you to take a bite out of all that Jamaica has
to offer this summer; from countless roadside eateries, to some of the region’s finest
dining experiences, and so much more in between. Exciting days are ahead, so look
out for more to come and until then, keep indulging.
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Publisher's Note

O

ne of my favourite things
about Jamaica is the bliss
of living in a country with
an endless summer. The
weather has such a huge impact on our
lifestyle, and that is what makes living
in and visiting our beautiful island so
desirable. Then, our food and the way we
enjoy it, is our hallmark of happiness.
Jamaicans love a ‘country driveout’, and when that journey ends
with great food, it’s even better.
Check out Dors Crab Shak
on page 54, and be sure to
take the trip to Belmont
Sands to enjoy the experience. Our endless summers
are refreshing and rejuvenating; with exciting
drinks (cool wines, cocktails and of course
lots of water – who knew H2o could be so
exciting?
I am absolutely in love with our
architecture featuring wide-open spaces
and breathtaking beauty. Seaweed Villa
in Treasure Beach is testament to magic of
endless summers. We may complain about
how hot it is, but check a Jamaican after 2
days in the winter! Give me sunshine over snow
any day of the week.
In looking back at our previous issues, so many people have told us
how much fun they have had trying out the places that they have read
about in INDULGE. Personally, I am on my third round of Lambs River
pork and Woody's burgers is our new favorite haunt in Portland.
Our "Endless Summer" is filled with our favourite tips to complement the weather –
365 days for the year. That’s the beauty of if all, it just never ends. So here we go again,
a whole round of new (and old) favourites to enjoy and of course, Indulge!

.

.

- Tania McConnell, Select Brands
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Out of Many, Opa!

BY: MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS • STYLING: AIESHA PANTON

Jamaica’s romance with global lifestyle and culture goes way deeper than being able to order a meal that one can
scarcely pronounce. Our fascination with food, and the desire to satisfy that taste, has seen our culinary landscape
grow leaps and bounds in the past few decades. Today, Jamaica enjoys an influx of varied cuisines. We boast restaurants and retail outlets that represent all 7 continents, and we also cater en masse to a population that lives up
to its motto ‘Out of Many, One People’.

W

ith close to 23 million Greeks split evenly
between those living in Greece and those
across the Diaspora, there are fewer than
24 Greeks officially living in Jamaica. Yet
in true Grecian style, their mark is made wherever they find
themselves.
When Alexx Antaeus decided to open Opa! – Kingston’s first
authentic Greek cuisine restaurant, he knew his product would
have been well received, but the extent to which that would
happen could not have been anticipated. Almost two years
since it’s doors first opened in November 2013, Opa! is enjoying
a steady growth trend, as the restaurant remains a premium
lunch and dinner destination in the corporate area. “I used to

ISSUE 3• 2015

visit Jamaica often. I got a feel for what the market had to offer,
and was confident that the introduction of my Greek restaurant
would do well”, he says.
I sit for sometime in Opa!’s lounge area glancing through a copy
of Alexander The Great. I’m having a glass of My big fat Greek
wine - a pleasant red wine from the Grecian Agiorgitiko grape.
It’s full of body, dry to taste and palatable to even the occasional
wine drinker. Alexx insists that I relax and enjoy – not the easiest
thing for me to do, considering my grossly overweight schedule,
but I’m happy for the reprieve from the sweltering heat on the
outside. It’s 98 degrees in Kingston today, and while I’m here at
Opa! to learn more about Greek food, I’m also immersed in an
inevitable lesson on Greek practices and culture.
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or centuries, the Greeks have been global
influencers, and among so many other facets of
modern western culture, Greek cuisine has a
long and rich tradition widely recognized as the
birthplace of many modern culinary traditions.
“The holy trinity of Greek cuisine is olive oil, lemon juice and
oregano,” Alexx explains, as he shares the secret to what he
believes has made Greek food so desirable. “The bottom line is
Greek food is healthy. Across the world, diets after diet reference
all the elements that make up the core of Greek cooking.”
Apart from that, Greeks are seasonal eaters. Much like the
recently coined Jamaican term ‘eat what you grow’, Greek cuisine
is heavily based on what’s available at any particular time of year.
What is always available however, is olive oil. And since Greece

16 | INDULGE
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is the world’s third largest producer of olive oil, suffice to say they
have lots of it! But simply cooking with olive oil doesn’t make your
meal healthy; it’s the proper use and application of this natural
and highly popular oil that has made it in such high demand
globally. It’s low in cholesterol and a rich source of energy. Alexx
cautions though that the sizzle of frying – a favourite Jamaica
practice, is what turns the good cholesterol of olive oil into bad
cholesterol.” – a process avoided at Opa!.
Greek cuisine is Mediterranean, and while many may believe
that it a heavy vegetable-based diet, contemporary Greek cooking
is an extremely balanced diet making ample use of vegetables and
herbs, poultry, fish, lamb and pork, breads and grains. The Greeks
are also known for the distinct use of olives, cheese and yogurt.
With an extensive menu featuring authentic Greek dishes, their

ISSUE 3 • 2015

.

popular selections remain in high demand for several reasons.
“We start with the best raw product. Our meats are the best cuts,
and our vegetables, the freshest. Whatever we are unable to source
locally, we import because we do what it takes to maintain our
standards, and will always opt to not offer an item before offering
something that is not up to par,” shares Alexx. He’s clearly a
perfectionist. “I know my business; I know what is expected
by the guest and what I expect from all levels of my employees;
from the hosts to the wait staff to members of my kitchen team.”
Proper training is a must for this entrepreneur of many
years. Short of introducing his employees to full Greek culture
emergence, Alexx runs his staff through the vigours of learning
and understanding everything about what Opa! offers to its
patrons. Chris, who works as a member of Opa!’s wait staff
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.

team says it took him 3 weeks to learn about the different meals
and wines and to understand pairings and combinations. All
this while trying to grasp the gist of a brand new culture and
mastering pronunciation of so many foreign words. Similarly, it
took Michael about 2 weeks to do the same, and both gentlemen
agree that while challenging, their exposure to Greece, through
food, has been an exciting experience.
“At the onset, we employ young men and women who get it!”
explains Antaeus. “Depending on their prior level of experience
in the food service industry, they undergo a minimum 10-day
training period, where they receive equal training about the
food they will serve and how they will serve – customer service
and behind-the-scenes operations are key factors that determine
our success.”
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hrough social and
ser v ice tra ining,
Opa! has managed
to implement a
successful cultural
blend of both Jamaica and Greece. Under
expert tutelage of Greek chefs in the
beginning, Jamaican chefs Alva and along
with his able team in the kitchen, continue
to produce excellent tasting, authentic
dishes. While raising the bar for the
competencies of local chefs, Opa! also
introduces new skills, methods of operation
and broadens horizons. “I am very proud
of our kitchen staff, who have been exposed
to a whole new way of cooking, and they
consistently deliver,” say Alexx.
Alexx and his co-owner business partner
Orlese King are happy with Opa!. But not
ones to sit on their laurels, are constantly
in touch with market trends, customer
interests and requests.
“We have the best wine list of any
restaurant in Jamaica”. A very confident
Alexx is very proud of the wines on offer
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at Opa!; from the newest imports to some
extremely rare and precious vintage pours.
With over 75 wines, of which at least 60%
hail from local distributor Select Brands,
Alexx is more than comfortable comparing
his menu and wine list to any of the top
restaurants in New York or London –
veritable food meccas on the global scale.
“Our measure of success at Opa! is not
just to offer great food and exceptional
service, but to also provide the kind of
experience you would get at any of the
best Greek restaurants around the world,”
Alexx explains. This was Antaeus’
objective when Opa! opened in 2013.
Hitting that mark has been as a result of
creative marketing, the power of wordof-mouth and of course, incredible food!
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Ask Alexx

Tell me something about Opa that
no one knows.

It almost didn’t open. I ran out of money
when we were building.

You’ve been in Jamaica for 5 years
now, but you’re always on a plane
to someplace else. Where is home for
Alexx?

I don’t’ know where home is. I am Greek by
birth, but I left more than 40 years ago. I’m
American by naturalization and Jamaican
by infection.

In the midst of a nation’s tumultuous
financial crisis, the Greeks still have reason
to celebrate. And they do so with food!
In the face of hardships, these Europeans
have never been a set to roll over and die.
Instead, history has proven time and again
that the Greeks are resilient and creative,
and are wired with the DNA to endure,
stand victorious and celebrate! OPA!

What does Jamaica’s culinary
landscape need?
Hah…more people like me!

What will take Opa! to the next
level?

“We do whatever it takes to make the
customer happy. We are nothing but four
walls without the customer.”
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Salsa
For people who like to switch up their
condiments, a chunky mango salsa is the
perfect mixture of sweet and spicy. It’s quick
and easy to make and is a great pairing with
a bag of salty corn chips for your next taco
night or whenever you need a snack. For
the ital lovers - it goes just as great with a
fresh batch of plantain chips. Whichever
your preference, the key is to keep it cool.
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Ingredients
»» 2 mangoes
»» 1/4 cup chopped red onion
»» 1 tablespoon finely chopped
jalapeño
»» 1/4 cup chopped cilantro
»» 2 tablespoons key lime juice
»» salt

Instructions
Chop onion, mangoes, cilantro, and
jalapeño and put together in a bowl, then
juice key limes and add to the mix with a
pinch of salt.
Let sit in the fridge for at least an hour or
longer so that flavors meld together.
Recipe: createmindfully.com/mango-salsa/
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If you’re ‘fruitful’ like me, you have mangoes ‘coming
out of your ears’! Other than picking, squeezing,
choosing and refusing, scoring and eating, or going
straight for the bite, most of us don’t know what to
do with our surplus of mangoes (except when mango
season is winding down). What can we do, we’re
human! Well, whether it’s Julie, East Indian, Blackie,
here’s what you can do:

Lassis
As the days are getting hotter and drier,
staying a hydrated is critical. Lassis are a
wonderful way for quenching one’s thirst.
A Lassi is a popular Indian drink consisting
of primarily yogurt, water and spices, and
for sweetness, sometimes fruit. Don’t let
the Sun get the best of you; get the best of
the Sun by trying out this simple fool-proof
Mango Lassi recipe by Jamie Oliver.
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Ingredients
»» 9 fluid ounces (255 milliliters) plain
yogurt
»» 4 1/2 fluid ounces (130 milliliters)
milk
»» 4 1/2 fluid ounces (130 milliliters)
canned mango pulp or 7 ounces
(200 grams) from 3 fresh mango,
stoned and sliced 4 teaspoons sugar,
to taste, or feel free to try salt and
cardamom seeds

.

.

Directions
Put all the ingredients into a blender
and blend for 2 minutes, then pour into
individual glasses, and serve. Feel free to
try salt and cardamom seeds. The lassi can
be kept refrigerated for up to 24 hours
Recipe: foodnetwork.com/recipes/jamie-oliver/
mango-lassi-recipe
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Homemade
Fruit Yogurt
.

.

Also, if you’re tired of buying flavoured
yogurt at the supermarket with all its added
sugars and colouring, don’t be afraid to
opt for your own fresh homemade mango
yogurt. Grab some plain Greek yogurt at
store (unless you want to make that from
scratch too) and mix in your fresh mango
and other add-ins you want at home. I do
this in the morning right before I jet to
work. I promise, once you try this, you’ll
never want to buy flavoured yogurt again.
Also, if you have a little more time, you can
be inspired to even make a parfait!

Popsicles
Want something to do with the kids? With
your future mango lovers, you can make
mango sherbet or popsicles. For popsicles,
you’ll have to purchase an popsicles mold.
Otherwise, very few ingredients are needed,
and very little clean up - perfect for your
busy schedule and their short attention
spans, as well as, sneaking some fruit in
their diet. Here’s an easy recipe by Martha
Stewart in making Creamy Mango Pops
with your young ones. Enjoy ‘em while
they last!
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Ingredients
»» 6 cups slightly thawed frozen
mango
»» 1/4 cup light coconut milk
»» 2 Tbsp orange juice
»» 2 Tbsp honey
»» 1 tsp vanilla extract

Directions
Blend mango, coconut milk, orange juice,
honey, and vanilla until smooth. Fill icepop molds and freeze.
Recipe: marthastewart.com/1047898/creamymango-pops
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Charissa ‘Pink
Apron’ Henry

.

I have often wondered what it is
that makes one person amazing in
the kitchen and another not. Clearly,
it involves some level of talent
and skill, but I’ve also learned that
when talent and skill take you as
far as you think you can go, pure
passion and drive will take you all
the way. On my first meeting with
Charissa Henry, she used words like
fascinating and exciting to describe
what she thought of the kitchen
– her mother’s kitchen to be exact,
since that is where her culinary
journey began. “A far back as I can
remember, my mother always had
us cooking with her, even before
we could see over the counter
tops. She introduced me to the
fascinating world of food, and
I’ve been in love ever since.”

.

A Delicious Life
26 | INDULGE
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BY: ANN-MARIE LATTY
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS
STYLING: CHARISSA HENRY
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“I’ll make anything
taste good with fresh
local ingredients and
a dash of love”

T

he great thing about cooking is that
there really is no limit to growing and
maturing as a chef. Inspiration is all
around. A smart chef and a wise student
will soak up all the advice and teaching available from
those around – whether in real life or through the
modern technology of television or computer screens.
Charissa credits her mother as her chief inspiration.
“She’s inventive with whatever ingredients she finds,
always making the most mouth-watering dishes.”
On an international scale, the lady with the Pink
Apron has over the years, looked to the likes of
celebrity chefs Thomas Keller, Grant Achatz, Alex
Guarnaschelli, Marcus Samuelsson and Masagaru
Morimoto for virtual inspiration. “These Chefs started
out very small, and simply kept their focus and never
gave up. They are now some of the most influential
Chefs across the World.”
Charissa’s brand is Pink Apron JA, a special events
catering company whose mantra it is to exceed the
expectations of clients, by tailoring their services to
meet specific needs. At 22, Henry’s approach to her
art is as fresh and energetic as she is. “My cooking
style leans towards international comfort food with
a modern twist. I’ll make anything taste good with
fresh local ingredients and a dash of love,” she’s
beaming from ear to ear; an obviously happy young
lady. “If food doesn’t look good and taste good; if it
isn’t delicious, then what’s the point?”

Excited by Food
For this young chef, cooking can never get boring
because of the endless variations. The most exciting
thing about food for Charissa is the fact that no matter
how often a single ingredient is used, there is always the
possibility to recreate it in another way. Something as
basic as a grilled cheese sandwich – which may sound
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Grilled Chilptle Honey Lime Pork
Tenderloin with Mango Feta Mint Salad

very simple, presents so many ways to make it special
by simply choosing a different type of bread, cheese,
or meat, and by adding fresh herbs. The options are
unlimited really!
“Food is an art and a cultural expression. Peoples’
stories are intertwined with the food they eat. I get
excited about hearing stories through food, and for
us here in Jamaica, we enjoy a literal melting pot of
other cuisines like Chinese, Indian, West African,
you name it!”

.

.

Charissa’s favourite food to eat

Anything Jamaican! But I do however have a special
place in my heart for Japanese food. Japanese attention
to simple, clean flavors and aesthetics makes me excited!

Favourite current food trend?

The farm to table movement inspires me most right now.
My family has a small farm in the Blue Mountains, and
I get most of my produce from there. In the event of
me having to outsource an ingredient, I try my best to
support our local market as much as possible. I realize
that its best to return to using simple fresh ingredients
that speak for themselves in my dishes, and give a flavor
that is grown and not created.

What’s next?

In five years Pink Apron would have secured it’s footing
as a world class catering company. We will also be a
food styling and private event planning company, and
who knows? A Pink Apron product line would be
awesome. The possibilities are endless.
Contact Charissa Henry
pinkapronja@gmail.com
876-784-4591
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Herb Roasted Potatoes
Serves 4 Persons
Ingredients
»
»
»
»
»
»

1 pound potatoes
6 cloves garlic, smashed
2 tablespoons finely chopped oregano
Pinch crushed red pepper flakes
Kosher salt
Extra-virgin olive oil

Directions

01 Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.
Cut the potatoes into halves or quarters,
02
as long as they are all about the same size.

.

.

Place the potatoes in a large bowl and
03
add the garlic, oregano, and crushed red
pepper. Generously sprinkle with kosher
salt and olive oil.

Lay the potatoes in a single layer
04
on a sheet tray and roast in the preheated
oven for 20 to 30 minutes. Check the
potatoes halfway through the cooking
process to rearrange so the potatoes will
have even cooking time and get evenly
browned. The potatoes should be nice
and brown and really well flavored.
Transfer to a serving bowl and serve.

Mango, Feta and
Mint Salad
Serves 4 Persons
Ingredients
»» 6 cups mango, cubed
»» 3 ounces feta cheese, drained and crumbled
»» 1 loosely packed cup fresh mint leaves
»» Freshly ground black pepper
»» Sea salt

28 | INDULGE
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Directions
Toss mangoes with the feta cheese
01
crumbles, just until they begin to look lightly
coated.

Chop the mint leaves finely, into tiny
02
ribbons. Toss with the mango and spread in a
serving bowl. Garnish generously with black
pepper. Add a sprinkle of Sea salt. Serve
immediately. This salad can be served
with a Balsamic Vinaigrette Dressing.
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Grill eedd Chi
Chippotl
otlee Honey
Honey LiLimmee
Gri
Pork Tenderl
Tenderlooiinn
Pork
Serves 4 Persons

Serves 4 Persons

Ingredients
Ingredients

»»1 whole pork tenderloin, about 1 pound
»» 1 whole pork tenderloin, about 1 pound
»» 1 tsp lime zest
»» 1 tsp lime zest
»» 1/2 cup freshly squeezed lime juice
»» 1/2 cup freshly squeezed lime juice
»» 1/4 cup honey
»» 1/4 cup honey
»» 1 tsp Brown sugar
»» 1 tsp Brown sugar
»» 1 1/2 tsp kosher salt
»» 1 1/2 tsp kosher salt
»» 2 cloves garlic, minced
»» 2 cloves garlic, minced
»» 1 tbsp. chipotle seasoning
»» 1 tbsp. chipotle seasoning
»» ½ tsp soy sauce
»» ½ tsp soy sauce
»» 1/2 tsp vegetable oil
»» 1/2 tsp vegetable oil
»» 1 Tbsp. fresh cilantro leaves, chopped
»» 1 Tbsp. fresh cilantro leaves, chopped
»» 1 tsp freshly grated ginger
»» 1 tsp freshly grated ginger

.

.

Directions
Directions

Place the lime zest, lime juice, soy sauce, honey, salt,
01
01
01
Place
the lime zest, lime juice, soy sauce, honey, salt, ginger
01
ginger and garlic in a small, lidded jar and shake to combine. Pour half
and garlic in a small, lidded jar and shake to combine. Pour half

of the marinade mixture into a 1-gallon re-sealable bag, add the chipotle
of the marinade mixture into a 1-gallon re-sealable bag, add the
seasoning, and move around to combine.
chipotle seasoning, and move around to combine.

Add the pork tenderloin to the bag and seal, removing as
02
02
Add02
the pork tenderloin to the bag and seal, removing as much
02
much
air as possible and place in a container to catch any leaks. Marinate
air as possible and place in a container to catch any leaks. Marinate
in the refrigerator for 6 to 24 hours, rotating the bag halfway through the
in the refrigerator for 6 to 24 hours, rotating the bag halfway
time. Place the remaining marinade in a covered container and refrigerate
through the time. Place the remaining marinade in a covered
until ready to use.
container and refrigerate until ready to use.

grill and bring to medium-high heat, about 450
03
03Light
03grillLight
and bring to medium-high heat, about 450 degrees.
03
degrees.
Brush the grill with vegetable oil. Remove the tenderloin from
Brush the grill with vegetable oil. Remove the tenderloin from the

the bag and place in the center of grate. Discard bag with marinade.
bag and place in the center of grate. Discard bag with marinade.
Cover and cook for 12 to 15 minutes, turning every few minutes, until the
Cover and cook for 12 to 15 minutes, turning every few minutes,
tenderloin reaches an internal temperature of 145 degrees F.
until the tenderloin reaches an internal temperature of 145 degrees F.

Remove the tenderloin from the grill and let rest for
04
04Remove
04 the
tenderloin from the grill and let rest for 10
1004
minutes. Remove to a cutting board and slice. Drizzle with reserved
minutes. Remove to a cutting board and slice. Drizzle with reserved
marinade. Garnish with cilantro and lime, and serve with reserved
marinade. Garnish with cilantro and lime, and serve with reserved
marinade on the side.
marinade on the side.
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Homemade Star Apple
Ice Cream
Serves 4 Persons
Ingredients
.

.

»» 3 Large Star Apples (Pulp)
»» 1 drop Purple Food Coloring
»» 3/4 Cup of Sweetened Condensed Milk
»» 1/2 Cup of Table Cream
»» 1/2 Cup of Plain Yogurt

Directions
Blend all of the ingredients together in a
01
blender until well mixed.
Empty into a container with a lid and
02
freeze for at least 6 hours.

After 3 hours, remove from the freezer
03
and whip using an electronic mixer. This will

incorporate air into the mixture, causing the
final product to be a lot more fluffy and light.

04 Return to the freezer for another 3 hours.
Take out of the freezer at least
05
10 minutes before serving so that it is
easier to scoop.
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Summertime

. .and the gril ing’s easy!
BY: SASHA SOLOMON

Barbecue season is here! There’s no better time of year to fuse family,
friends, food and your favourite beverages over a spread of hearty food
- skewers, burgers, steaks and more. ‘Tis the season to get close and
proficient with your grill! Here are a few tips and tricks to get you back into
the swing of things!
ISSUE 3 • 2015
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Get The Right Set of Grill Utensils &
Accessories
The right set of high quality grilling tools and grilling accessories
make a real difference. Whether low tech or high tech, never
compromise on the quality of your grill thermometers, grill lights,
grilling baskets, grill racks and grillings utensils. Make sure your
tools feel sturdy and weighted; you don’t want to have any accidents
due to clumsy handling.’

.

.

Cool Grills - The JAG Grill
The JAG Grill is taking grill design, technology and innovation
to the next level with its a luxury 3-In-1 system of Grill, FirePit and Table! It has 8 individual grilling and wooden surfaces
to allow everyone to prepare their own meal and eat in their own
personal space. From s'mores nights to full on backyard cookouts,
everyone can be their own personal chef and grill up steaks, bacon
burgers, seafood skewers, rib tips and more! Available with a
6-seater version as well!
Source: Jag Grill

Skewer Foods With Similar Cooking Time
Together
Makes sense right? Have you ever seen chunky sized meats
sandwiched between thin slices of onion or pineapple? For perfectly
cooked skewers, cut the individual vegetable, fruit and meat slices
as evenly as you can and make sure the items take approximately
the same length of time to cook. So, size your kebabs appropriately!
Zucchini, quarts of red onions, bell peppers make good veggie
options!
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Put Different Foods In Different Places On
The Grill
Grilling looks easy, and it is! But, as with all kinds of cooking,
there’s an art and science to it! Don’t just slap all your meats and
veggies on the grill and serve it. Grill your firm tofu, pork, beef
patties, lamb, and all your other sturdy protein directly towards
the center of the grill - right where you’ll get the most direct heat.
These proteins can handle the direct flames withotu overcharring
or falling apart easily. Thick slices of vegetables like onions, whole
mushrooms, zucchini and eggplant grill very well here too. Just
remember to use lots of oil!
On the other hand, asparagus, escallions and artichokes hearts,
your bread buns, and delicate proteins like chicken, fish and
seafood cook better aroudn the exterior of the grill. This will
prevent burning and overcooking.
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Jamaica National...Making
home ownership a reality!
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Beware of Flare Ups

Do Not Sear Your Burgers

Here’s the truth of it: flare-up’s happen. You’re cooking over an
open fire and when fat drips onto the flames, it will catch fire.
Always keep a squirt bottle of water near the grill for unexpected
flare ups and make sure to cut excess fats and remove poultry
skin to prevent flare ups. USe the leanest cuts of meat as possible.

Again, another common mistake! You might like to hear that sizzle,
but every time you press down on your patties to sear, you leach
all the good juices from your meat - what’s keeping your burger
moist, tender and flavourful. When pan-grilling, smashing your
burgers might be the best way to get some crisp going, however,
on a grill, we want to keep those juices locked in. So, fight the
urge to hear the sizzle and don’t sear.

Give Your Meat Some Time To Rest
The delicious smells and the irresistable food might tempt you to
dig in as soon as your food comes off the grill. A common mistake
among first timers is to cut into grilled animal protein as soon as
it’s plated. Don’t do this; the juices will flow right out. Leaving
your beef, chicken, lamb and pork sit for a while after you take
them off the grill for about 7-10 minutes so that the juices can flow
and distribute evenly. The thicker the meat, the longer the rest
time so sometimes you might have to wait for up to 30 minutes.
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Summer
Infusion
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BY: PAULA-ANN WEBBER • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS • STYLING: KIMBERLEY DUNKLEY

#WeLiveWhereYouVacation! It’s the hashtag used by scores of
Caribbean residents who take to social media to show the rest
of the world just what they’re missing all year round – sun,
sand and sea. We are fortunate to enjoy the warmth of the sun
for most of the 365 days each year, but when the clock actually
strikes summer, that’s when things get really hot.
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W

hile the barbecues
are ablaze, you
can still beat the
heat this season
and embrace a healthier you at the same
time. At some point or the other, we’ve all
vowed to increase our water intake. And, for
many of us, that vow has been broken more
times than we can remember. But I believe
we’ve found a solution, and the perfect way
to make use of the myriad of fruits that we
have here in Jamaica. We figured now is a
good time to see what all the rage is over
infused waters. After all, it’s just drinking
water with a bit of fruit or vegetable in it.
Or is it? I mean really, it’s no different from
the lemonade concept, without the sugar of
course, right?
Well first things first. Regardless of
what you’re using as your infusion base,
the first major difference is that there is no
squeezing involved. The process of infusion,
according to good old Oxford, is a “drink,
remedy, or extract prepared by soaking
tea leaves or herbs in liquid”. Online,
dictionary.com tells me that infusion is “a
liquid extract, as tea, prepared by steeping
or soaking”. So, in a nutshell, it’s a simple
process where the only action you take
is to place the fruit, herb or spice (as the
case may be) in the liquid of your choice,
and wait for its properties to be extracted
naturally. No squeezing, no rolling, no
prodding.
The flavour of infused water comes from
both the pulp and the rind of fruit which
releases an intense flavour when allowed
to ‘brew’ over time. The great thing about
living on an island, is that there’s always
some fruit or herb ‘ripe for the pickin’. The
citrus family gives us a range from limes to
oranges and grapefruits. We have mangoes
in abundance, plums and a host of other
delicious fruits. Just wash thoroughly, slice
and dice, and infuse!
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Tips:
» If your fruit-infused water tastes
too bland for your liking, simply
add more fruit. Don’t be tempted
to introduce sugar or any other
additive, - that’ll change the whole
idea of a healthy and refreshing way
to keep hydrated.
» Prepare your fruit beforehand by
setting in ice trays using warm
water to start. This will speed up it’s
‘steepability’ and you’ll have readyto-go cubes for your favourite drink.
» You can make simple and
convenient single-serve drinks or
stock up for the day with a full
pitcher so you can refill as the need
arises. When filling a pitcher, it’s a
good idea to drop in a bit of ginger
– it’ll boost the zest of your drink,
while adding anti-inflammatory
benefits.
» Once you’ve prepared your blend
of fruits, you can let it sit for a few
hours bearing in mind that the
longer it sits, the more flavour your
water will be. Some fruits will
infuse faster that others – especially
anything citrusy, so consider that
depending on the intensity that you
desire.
» For any combination of fruits, you
can use still or sparkling water –
whichever you enjoy most, but
remember that sparkling water will
eventually go flat especially if used
in greater quantities for large jugs
or pitchers.
» Add fresh mint sprigs to any fruitinfused water for an additional
boost of refreshment! Always serve
chilled, and with the scorcher
summer that we’re having, the
chillier the better! Enjoy!
.
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YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE |
RENEW ME |
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Kiwi-Lime-Mint
Mint improves digestion.
Lime rejuvenates the skin and
eases constipation.
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Mango-Pineapple
Both mangoes and pineapple
are rich in vitamin C.
Pineapples help to lower
blood pressure while mangoes
aid in slowing the progression
of age-related macular
degeneration.
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| GIVE ME STRENGTH
| HOL’ A FRESH

.

Watermelon-Rosemary-Blueberries
Watermelon improves liver
functions. Rosemary is a
natural stress-relief inducer as
it has the powers to clear the
mind, while also cleansing
the skin. Blueberries are
widely know to be high in
anti-oxidant properties, but
lesser known is the fact that
the Iron and zinc content help
in maintaining the strength
and elasticity of bones and
joints.
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Otaheti Apple-Kiwi-Cucumber
Kiwi flushes toxins from
the colon and prevents free
radicals. Cucumber prevents
water retention, while
Otaheti Apples are vitamin
C-rich and high in antioxidant value.
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KEEP YOUR COOL

BY DEBRA TAYLOR

Satisfy your thirst with the season’s trendy blends. As the summer temperatures soar and we look for ways to keep
cool…let us explore the season’s trendy wine options and beat the summer heat! It is already sweltering and as it
gets hotter, our thoughts turn to lying on the beach or swimming in the nearest available pool, bbq’s, rivers, or just
relaxing indoors in the comfort of our air conditioner. In these temperatures, we want different kinds of wines than
we do when we are the temperature is cool.

.

.

A signature summer wine could be
Santa Margherita Prosecco. Having a

signature summer wine keeps life simple
and Santa Margherita Prosecco is ideal
for this. From the Valdobbiadene region
of Northern Italy, it has strong peach
and apple aromas that carry through
to the palate. This fresh and balanced
sparkling wine has fine bubbles/perlage
with a crisp, refreshing finish. Prosecco di
Valdobbiadene is excellent as an aperitif,
ideal with seafood dishes, and after meals
with light desserts. Who doesn’t love
bubbly...
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An ideal aperitif, brunch, poolside
sipping and alfresco lunches wine
is Whispering Angel Rosé…Chateau

d’Esclans is located on an exceptional site,
on elevated land in the center of Provence
where the majority of Provence AOC
rosé is produced. An irresistible pink!
Charming, refreshing, refined, and with
plenty of juicy, enticing, strawberry and
berry fruit. This is a rosé that should be
in everyone’s cellars, without exception.
Drinkable is an understatement and you’ll
keep on coming back for seconds…

An indulgent summer pour could
be Franciscan Equilibrium (72%

Sauvignon Blanc, 17% Chardonnay, &
11% Muscat)…pale straw in color with a
vibrant bouquet with highlights of lime,
honeysuckle, and white peach. Its mineral
notes lead to jasmine and passion fruit.
A clean, crisp opening gives way to a
full, round body on the palate. Flavors of
orange blossom, grapefruit, honeysuckle,
and subtle guava add complexity with
a rich and vibrant finish and a hint of
minerality. It pairs beautifully with a
range of foods, from spicy barbeque to
Thai and other Asian cuisines.
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AUTHENTIC.
EXCLUSI VE.
UNIQUE.
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AND F UN!

150 wines & spirits • 60 delicious cheeses & gourmet foods • scrumptious menu • ideal gifts

CHEESE • WINE • BISTRO • SPECIALTY FOODS

Shop 2, Sovereign North

. 29 Barbican Road, Kingston 6, Jamaica . 876.632.5500 . delicious@uncorkedjamaica.com

A wine with secrets to keep…Chocolate Block. The quest

to understand the name of this wine and the wine itself is now
the stuff of legend. While we are not about to reveal all, we
can say that the style of the wine is a reflection of the belief that
the Cape, with its Mediterranean climate, is eminently suited to
blended reds. The make-up of this wine is tweaked from vintage
to vintage to best reflect the season and the ancient vines of great
character that are an integral part of the wine’s. With its blend
of Syrah (70%); Cabernet Sauvignon (13%); Grenache Noir
(10%); Cinsault (6%) and Viognier (1%), the Chocolate Block
is the perfect example of identifying “undiscovered” parcels
of vineyard with amazing potential and utilizing it to unleash
its world class quality.

.

.

Want other go-to summer options? Santa Margherita
Pinot Grigio is the world’s #1 selling Pinot Grigio and delivers

with its fruity and floral notes with a crisp, refreshing finish. If
Sauvignon Blanc is your style then the iconic Kim Crawford
Sauvignon Blanc is the standard by which Sauvignon Blanc from
New Zealand is judged and will certainly please with its aromatic
nose of fresh-cut grass, crisp acidity and refreshing citrus finish.

Want a juicy, bold red for your barbecue or when enjoying a cool evening breeze on
the verandah…Primal Roots Red Blend. Hearty reds do have a place in summer too, and

Primal Roots Red Blend of Merlot, Syrah and Zinfandel will delight the drinker who wants a
medium-full bodied red wine that is not dry and will pair exceptionally well with most foods.
Grilled foods are healthy and usually not at as heavy as stews and casseroles, they are also
delicious with a wide variety of white and red wines. Most grilled dishes tend to be simply
seasoned with some kind of marinade, sauce or rub. This makes it easier to pair than its stewed
variety. As always when pairing, consider the type of meat and what is the dominant flavour?
So if the food is light like fish, vegetables or chicken, a Pinot Grigio or light chardonnay. With
sausages, burgers, steaks and merlot, malbec. For heavier meats like steak or lamb, go for a Shiraz,
Cabernet Sauvignon or Zinfandel. Of course, a sweet wine like Moscato will go with most things
and remember too that contrasting your pairing can be interesting too so experiment and have
fun! The dominant flavor is key to consider when selecting a wine, but with all things from the
vine, we recommend trial; and will almost guarantee that you’ll have no room for error! Drink
responsibly, and enjoy.
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Delivering Power and Precision. Period.
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The Quality You Want,
The Clarity You Need.
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Soundworks Limited delivers superior electronics for home, car and marine
audio-video entertainment. Knowledgeable Soundworks technicians provide
unparalleled professional installation for the most premium brands available.
Experience incomparable service and sales support and immerse yourself in
entertainment at it’s best.
Andys Place, 20 Eastwood Park Road, Kingston 10, Jamaica W.I
Phone: 1.876.926.4745 or 1.876.371.3577 Email: soundworks.ja@gmail.com
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Jumpin’ Jimbilin
Mint Cocktail

				

BY NATALIE NASH

In honor of our many local options, we focus on fruits readily available this season, because
we want to always encourage you, our budding chefs and part-time mixologists, to support
our homegrown produce.
.

J

imbilin (also know as Carambola)
is abundant at this time of year,
especially in the parish of St
Elizabeth. Try this simple cocktail
out at a Ladies Lunch, or pair with a
fabulous hat, bikini and sunnies for a day
at the pool, it is the perfect accompaniment
to a world class tan.
It’s ninety-six degrees in the shade!...
a track popularized by Jamaican based
musicians Third World, who said it first
and said it best. Real Hot!! Jamaica is
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real, real hot. We’ve run out of places and
things to compare this record-breaking
heat to, and we are almost out of ways
to beat it. Just before you call it quits on
going outside all together, we have a cool
suggestion to make the summer sun a little
bit more bearable.
Try this crisp, cool and most importantly,
easy summertime cocktail. We dare you
to deny the refreshment and defy you to
denounce the deliciousness.
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Jumpin’ Jimbilin
Mint Cocktail
.

.

Ingredients
»»

Jimbilin

»»

Stoli Vodka or Rum Bar White Rum		
(to taste)

»»

Fresh sprigs of mint

»»

Club Soda or Ting 				
(if you want a slightly sweet taste)

Method
To make the jimbilin juice, pulse chunks of the fruit in
food processor, blender or with an immersion blender,
then pour through fine sieve into container to reserve
the juice: Snip a few sprigs of fresh mint from the
garden, pull the bottle of white rum or vodka out from
chilling in the fridge and you're practically all set. Fill
bottom of glass with fresh jimbilim juice — how much
is up to you. The more you add, the more fruity the
flavor that will come through at the end: Pour your
choice of alcohol over the watermelon juice, and chase
lightly with a ‘toops’ of Ting or club soda!
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H

ere in Jamaica, The Rabbit
Hole is a modern-day
speakeasy bar. If you know
the rich (pun intended)
history of the speakeasy, you’ll get the
brilliant execution of this time-ensconced
bar at the new Sandals Ochi Beach Resort
in St. Ann.
Enter The Rabbit Hole and step into
1920 when so much as a mention of alcohol
and the thought of drinking it, would get
you ‘thrown in the slammer’. In an effort to
improve the quality of life, the government
in America attempted to remove all traces
of alcohol. They had hoped to reduce, if
not eliminate crime and poverty. This was
the prohibition period when ‘mum’ was the
word on the production, distribution, sale
and consumption of alcoholic beverages.
But where there’s a will, there’s a way.
The ‘speakeasy’ came to life and thrived
spanning a 13-year-period that included
the Roaring Twenties – a defining time
in American history. The popularity
of these ‘underground’ establishments
lent itself (mostly in northern states),
to violence-free integration of people
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of all backgrounds, races and genders.
Unknowingly, this was to become one of
the contributing factors to the success of
these bars. Speakeasies became a talent
hub for young jazz musicians, many of
who were ‘coloured’. But neither race nor
gender was critically important to the
owners of these establishments. Women
were welcomed with open arms. The
women attracted the men, and the men
spent their money. Everyone was having
fun, and no one wanted the fun to end. So
everyone ‘spoke easy’.
What Sandals Ochi Resort has done
is upped the ante once again by adding
another dimension of entertainment and
revelry, while throwing in a lesson in
history. It’s a great way to end any day at
the Caribbean’s newest all-inclusive resort
for adults in love. The property, which has
17 dining options, offers no shortage of
activities and things to do. But if you’re
looking to add a little pizzazz to your
vacation, why not take a journey back in
time and embrace your inner Bugsy Siegel
or Al Capone. Well, not exactly, but you
get my drift!
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A

t the resort, there are no
signs, no directory listings
- no indication whatsoever
of where to find The Rabbit
Hole. A la 1920, if you want to go, you do
what it takes to get in. You find out what
the password is since that’s your only access
for entry. Then, you have to actually locate
the establishment. It’s a non-descript spot
that you could easily pass, were it not for
your curious-Alice-in-Wonderland mind.
For guests at Sandals Ochi, the intrigue is
enough to lure patrons in night after night.
And the allure of the taboo-style bar keeps
them on the inside for hours on end.
Once you’re in, you are transported
as it were with theme-appropriate staff
and over-sized mad-hatter-styled lounge
furniture all around. Premium liquor is
the standard and almost as if honouring
the speakeasies where many significant
jazz careers were launched, The Rabbit
Hole churns out oldies but goodies from
the likes of Duke Ellington, King Oliver,
Count Basie and Mamie Smith. Four
nights per week, you’ll also enjoy the live
vocals of Philea Carley, Sandals’ hidden
gem, whose smooth and sultry mastery
on the mic would render even Etta James
speechless.
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I think for my next visit to The Rabbit
Hole, (because I will be back) I’ll go all
out and dress the part - flapper dress,
cloche hat and all! Until then, I’ll relive
the memories of a lovely evening spent in
a rabbit hole in wonderland.

Sandals’ Rabbit Hole specialty
The Moscow Mule
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Crab Chronicles

At Dor’s Crab Shak
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

.

Dor’s Crab Shak came highly recommended. With a
longstanding reputation of satisfying both locals and
tourists, we ventured south to find out for ourselves just
how great these infamous crab backs were.

.

.

.

I

f you’re a lover of crabmeat,
you’ll be sure to enjoy the
fresh-out-of-the-sea and
fresher-off-the-grill crab
backs that have made dining
at Ms. Dor’s a veritable hot
spot. Dorette Hibbert, better known as Dor,
has been in business for 27 years, maintains
her dedication to quality by always insisting
on the freshest ingredients, friendly service
and one of her secret weapons – great old
time recipes!
Crab back meat is a great source of
vitamin B12, protein, selenium, copper
and zinc - an added bonus for those who
just simply love crab backs! The succulent
meat of this crustacean is heaven on earth
for crab lovers who flock to Dor’s just to
taste her famous dish. Her secret? Well,
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if she disclosed that it would no longer
be a secret, now would it? But being the
gracious host, Dor did share with us that
it’s all about a delicate combination of
garden-fresh seasonings along with fresh
local crabmeat. “Crab meat, like most other
seafood, has it’s own characteristic flavour.
So the choice of seasoning is critical so as
not to overwhelm the natural essence of
the meat.”
Although customers flock to Dor’s for
her specialty crab backs, her menu also
includes a range of jerked meats, fish done
to order, American-styled grill specialties
and local Jamaican staples such as plantain,
rice and peas, festival and bammies. The
large bar is well stocked with a range of
fresh, homemade juices and premium
wines and spirits.

In any business, the best compliment
that a customer can give is spreading the
word and coming back again and again. In
December 2014, Dor received the ultimate
accolade in the form of investment from
three of her long-time American customers
whose faith in Dor’s Crab Shak saw them
assisting her to expand her growing brand.
Peter Carbone, Maura Watson and Bud
Brenner came on board as a show of faith
not just in Dor’s Crab Shak, but also in
the viability of Jamaica’s food industry.
Maura a realtor, Pete the builder and
Bud a businessman, joined Dor and have
been instrumental in creating what many
now dub as the coolest place on the new
south coast highway! “We love her food
and against the backdrop of a spectacular
view of the Caribbean Sea, the location is
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incredible”, shares Maura. Her passion for
Jamaica is palpable. “There is significant
demand for a high quality destinations
where locals and tourists alike can enjoy
a great meal and cocktails any night of the
week. Here at Dor’s Crab Shak, we also
have live entertainment from Friday to
Sunday,” Maura explains. Patrons come
from near and far, with a large number
of guests traveling from Negril, Treasure
Beach and also Montego Bay.
Be sure to visit Dor’s Crab Shak when
next you’re on Jamaica’s scenic South
Coast.
South Coast Highway
Belmont Sands, Westmoreland
876-413-2510
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A Walk Through
Woodside Farm
W
.

.

BY DIANA O’GILVIE

oodside is a sleepy village where the rustling of trees and bleats
of farm animals interrupt the silence. This little town in St. Mary
is replete with history. Once the largest coffee plantation in the
area, many enslaved Africans laboured there. Before the arrival of
Africans, the town was a settlement for the Tainos. Today, there are a few working farms
in the area where the farm to table concept is nothing new or fancy, it is a way of life.
There is magic in the vibrant simplicity of a farm. Plant seeds, they grow, bear fruit
then we eat their bounty. Picking fruit off the vine and getting food directly from the
soil is serendipity. These days when we are so busy pounding pavement and looking
at city skylines or in a long line of traffic ahead, a change of perspective is a welcome
reprieve. Switching from a city- scape to whacking though the bush with a machete are
experiences on the opposite ends of the spectrum for a reason. Taking the time to scale
down and live more simply in nature is the prescription for reduced stress and anxiety.
After a partially winding two- hour drive out of Kingston, we arrived at St. Mary’s
town centre. Our first stop was St. Gabriel’s Anglican Church, the former residence
of slave owners, Dr. John William Neilson and his wife. The Neilson great house sits
on top of sprawling lands and you get a good feel of what it looked like in the 1800’s
with rows of coffee and other crops as far the eye could see.
As we walked, our guide, Clarence pointed out fruit trees with a staff he acquired
along the way. Like his peers, Clarence is also a proud farmer. He said he was in fifties,
but he moved sprightly like a teenager. He took jabs at our slow walking paces and
bragged that he walked six miles round trip to his farm to check on the nutmeg plants
he planted a few days ago. He kneeled and picked leaves and vines and told us about
the medicinal properties of each of them, some of which he learnt from the Maroonsdescendants of African slaves.
The highlight of the day’s excursion was the Brown family farm. Farmer Brown
and his wife Betty are long time residents of Woodside. In fact, Mr. Brown was born
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in the village. Betty- a lanky, cheerful
homemaker, prepared a delicious lunch
of curry lentils, fresh roti and a vegetable
salad with potato pudding for desert. The
Brown’s home is humbly decorated with
pictures of their six children and their
grand-children. The family farm sent all
children to school, in Jamaica and abroad.
The Brown’s eldest son is a graduate of
University of Berkely in California.
Stuffed to the gills we were invited on a
tour of the Brown farm. We made our way
past bananas, plantains, corn, yams, and
cucumbers. We also sighted cows lounging
under the shade of pimento trees, lazily
chewing their cod.
Farmer Brown stands at 5’ 8” with
cropped, snow coloured hair, a thick horn
rimmed glasses frames his round face with
dark eyes that looked like they hold pools
of knowledge and experience. Deftly and
effortlessly flicked his wrist with machete
firmly in hand to hack away the overgrown path. Farmer Brown is a lone
ranger, hiring no one and tilling the soil
by himself. Older now, he doesn’t spend
as much time in the bush, but as witness
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to his recent Labor Day project, planting
an impressive number yam suckers and
red peas, he still accomplishes a lot in
his ripe age.
Farmer Brown was free with his
knowledge, imparting the medicinal and
cosmetic properties of the plants and
trees we walked by as well as the best
time to harvest certain crops. We walked
underneath the afternoon sun, our feet
crunching layers of dried blades of grass
and fallen leaves. I moved a little bit ahead
of Farmer Brown, I glanced back furtively,
“You not gonna (get) lost man. The path
is there (he pointed to my right) is only
I use it.”
We sampled ripe corn and cocoa pods
as we foraged on the Brown farm. “You
can’t come to the bush and be hungry,”
Brown quipped while husking a golden
yellow corn out of the fronds. Yes, there is
no supermarket run or lines to check out
groceries, if you’re hungry, pick your food.
A simple walk on a farm in the sunshine
will put things in perspective.
For more information on the Woodside walking tour
visit Jamaica Culture Tours
http://www.jaculture.com/about-us.html
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PUMPKIN KETCHUP BY SPRINGVALE ENTERPRISES
Pumpkin Ketchup is a local innovation from
Springvale Enterprises, which seeks to utilize
Jamaican pumpkin for our own consumption.
Spring Vale Pumpkin Ketchup is designed to be
used as a suitable replacement for traditional
tomato ketchup, but in the hands of our local
chefs and householders, the product may be
used as a dressing base, an accompaniment in
savory dishes (e.g. chicken pasta) and even in
beverages.
Available island wide at Mega Mart, HiLo Food
Stores, Progressive Grocers, Shopper Fair Stores,
Lees Food Fair and General Foods (Kingston & Ocho
Rios) and independent gift stores.

K ELLY’S PEPPER JELLY
Being an avid Pepper Jelly lover, Kelly had tasted a number of the brands
available but felt that they just weren’t “hot ” enough. Knowing that this was
one way her product would be differentiated, Kelly revisited her mother’s
cherished secret family recipe and soon Kelly’s Homemade Pepper Jelly
found its way onto the pantry shelves and into the hearts of serious foodies
and simple food lovers alike, in Jamaica and abroad.
Contact Kelly Lue at 876-381-1551

.

.

SPICY
BASIL
PESTO BY
ASHEBR E
Already known in event
circles for an incredibly tasty
Pesto, Ashebre has now bottled their product making it
available for retail, while expanding on their mandate to
‘elevate the culinary landscape in Jamaica.’ With an extra
virgin olive oil base, this Spicy Basil Pesto is a combination
of fresh basil and parsley. All products are free from artificial
preservatives and colouring, and are created under pesticidefree and often organic production. A perfect condiment for
the ‘at home cook ’, Ashebre started with Pesto because of
its versatility and popularity. Look for a full condiment line of
both hot and cold sauces in the near future.
Contact 876.869.7483 or cuisine@ashebre.com
To learn more about Ashebre - The Virtual Restaurant and future
products and projects, visit www.ashebre.com.

E

“Bokkle
and Sell”

ver heard someone refer to the greatness of a
concept or the beauty of a person by saying “…dat
can bokkle and sell!” Well, if you’re Jamaican, you’ll
understand this to mean that the person, product
or service in question is so good, that it ought to be packaged,
shared and sold!
Here in Jamaica there is no shortage of creativity, talent
and entrepreneurship. It often starts with friends and family
sampling at home, then the next thing you know is a new
product hits the shelves for the world to enjoy. Check these
out - all locally made, and all perfect condiments to your next
dining experience.

SAMMI’S GOUR MET TR E ATS
“Sammi’s Gourmet Treats, founded by Samantha Fung, is committed to providing exceptional products
from the highest quality ingredients. The product range consists of jams that utilize great varieties
of exotic Jamaican fruits. Sorrel, Guava, Orange-Coconut and Tamarind. All naturual, healthy and all
Jamaican.
Available at
Devon House Things Jamaican, Norman Manley International Airport, JBDC Head Office South Camp Rd. and
Loshusan Supermarket in Barbican Kgn.
Contact: sammisproducts@gmail.com, facebook.com/SammisTreats and (876) 329-5647”
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A Love Affair with

.

.

BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

“Men admire the man who can organize their wishes and
thoughts in stone and wood and steel and brass.”

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Perfectly perched on the rocky hillside coast of Treasure Beach in South St. Elizabeth is Seaweed
Villa – an eclectic seven-bedroom guest home where artistic design, fun and function merge
seamlessly. If you happen to be a guest at Seaweed, you’ll have the distinct pleasure of relaxing
in an environment that ably combines the area’s rustic style with contemporary elegance and
fresh charm.
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reasure Beach is a treasure
indeed, and according to the
popular travel site Lonely
Planet, “a person who is tired
of Treasure Beach is probably lacking in a few
essential life forces – like a pulse.” It further
describes Jamaica’s south coast haven as
“a unique and wonderfully old-fashioned
part of Jamaica that gets all the facets of the
quintessential Caribbean experience exactly
right without even trying.”
Lonely Planet got it right.
Nicola Bicknell is the interior designer
of Seaweed Villa, and for this creative soul
whose passion for simplicity and nature
resonates throughout her work, building a
seaside vacation home became the perfect
backdrop against which to balance a love
for beauty and a love for all things natural.
Achieving that balance presented little
or no challenge to Nicola and her team,
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including architect Jeremy Milligen, who
applied the same concept used in the
kitchen – the home’s core, as the basis for
the design throughout the villa. Balance.
Seaweed Villa comfortably integrates the
design of the kitchen with the overall
interior of the home, with emphasis being
placed on the seamless movement into and
out of the kitchen.
In the land of wood and water, Jamaica
is rich with a variety of wood types, one
of which is guango, referred in botanical
circles as Saman. Guango is a beautiful
cross-grained wood known for it’s intricate
lines, and natural resistance to termites
and decay. Though readily available in
Jamaica, guango is a ‘tough’ wood to
work with; tough, not just in reference
to strength, but tough as in difficult.
Guango is a hardwood that can separate
if not treated and handled according to
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it’s natural grain, but skilled artisans familiar with converts’, the medium offers a wide range of colour
the woods’ idiosyncrasies reap spectacular rewards and texture options, additionally giving the freedom
after the application of lots of patience and great to mold the space into any desired shape.
attention to detail.
Rustic wood paired with concrete countertops adds
Wood is prominent throughout the kitchen, from to the ‘mountain-lodge’ motif, yet blends easily into
the main beams, to the tiniest detail adorning its the open air Caribbean seaside villa.
décor. Part of taking the kitchen from concept to
Interior designer Jeff Mistilis created the kitchen
completion, Nicola envisioned, alongside the usual countertops and was able to execute Nicola’s vision
functionalities of a kitchen, a space that could stand for flow between the notched dark wood cabinetry
alone as a work of art. She enlisted the services of and the perfectly imperfect grey concrete countertops.
Island Art & Framing in Kingston to create the rustic, “I love concrete countertops, and wanted to include
lived-in look characterized by the warmth of chiseled even more of that ‘natural mystic’ atmosphere into
kitchen cupboards. The unique custom cabinetry is the our overall décor.” Nicola is happy with the results of
dominant element to the general kitchen layout, which Seaweed Villa’s kitchen. “We wanted a livable, work
echoes a simple, homely feel. The kidney-shaped of art, that would feed our eyes with beauty and feed
island provides an informal area in the kitchen for our tummies with great food. We got exactly what
the family to gather and relax, while maintaining the we wanted.”
functionality of the kitchen.
Seaweed Villa is operated by Jakes in Treasure Beach, St Elizabeth.
Call (876) 965-3000 for bookings and additional information.
The furniture for all dining areas is also made from
www.seaweedvilla.com
guango and features unique detailing as only custom
pieces can entail. “Wood is timeless and very forgiving,
and having a dynamic family where there is always
some level of activity taking place in and around
the kitchen, it’s practical and only natural that our
surfaces are able to stand the test of time. The natural,
irregular design of guango allows us to mask the nicks
and scratches of daily living, while adding character
and personality along the way.”
While many modern designers opt for kitchens
with marble or granite countertops, Seaweed Villa’s
kitchen sports the increasingly popular and extremely
durable concrete counter surface. For many ‘concrete
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ADD A TOUCH OF INNOVATION
TO YOUR KITCHEN.

.
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ACTIVE HOME CENTRE
84 Constant Spring Road
Kingston 10
876.755.0027-8

Your kitchen faucet works hard. Filling pots. Washing dishes. Rinsing food.
Delta has a range of kitchen faucets—in finishes to suit every preference—
so you can customize your kitchen around your needs. Shop Delta Faucets
at Active Home Centre in Jamaica.

www.activehomecentre.com

Exclusive Distributor of
Delta Faucets in Jamaica

.
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One Stop Driva
Roadside Niceness
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Like many homes across the Jamaican rural landscape, residents along the
Spur Tree hillside slowly come to life each morning with the prerequisite
crow of the rooster, the yelping of the dogs in the yard and the distinct
aroma of a strong cup of ‘coffee tea’. Somewhere around 10 in the morning,
by time the Powell brothers are ready to serve their first cup of steaming
hot corn soup, they’ve already completed a full vat of peanut porridge - the
perfect start to a busy day for many Jamaicans from all walks of life.

T

he sibling team of
Oral and Wayne
Pow e l l
has
earned the right
for their roadside
establishment to
be coined as a
‘rite of passage’, where your daily dose of
boiled corn, roast corn, corn soup, peanut
porridge and peanut soup are but a ladle
and Styrofoam cup away. “Peanut porridge
is a breakfast staple,” explains Oral, who is
busy checking his pot for readiness. “A cup
or two in di early morning sets you straight
till lunch time, “ he continues.
Roadside eating in Jamaica is as
commonplace as the shining sun. This
is especially true in parts of the country
where farming accounts as the majority
income earner. St. Elizabeth, our
‘Bread Basket Parish’ is home to scores
of roadside food vendors – with several
gaining notoriety and becoming a ‘sure
stop’ during daily travels of hundreds of
motorists who traverse the mountainous
countryside. Spur Tree Hill – the
south coast route that you must take
when heading from Manchester into St.
Elizabeth and Westmoreland, is the home
of Oral’s, an almost 20-year-old food stop
close to the bottom of the hill (if you’re
headed west). For the many Jamaicans
who take the journey each morning as
they make their way to work in metropolis
.

.

below, and sets the stage for the Powell
boys’ circle of life; from home to farm
to table…in a manner of speaking. “I’m
happy when our customers are satisfied.
We’ve been doing this for a while now.
Farming is in our blood and making a
business out of it is our passion.”
What has been the secret to their
success? “Bwoy, is not a secret. People
want food to eat. So we cook good food
and feed them. Our food is consistent in
taste and inexpensive in price. Yu can’t
want a better recipe for success dan dat.”
that is Mandeville, Oral’s is a regular early
morning pit stop to fuel up for the day. “I
have my regular customers, and I have
a good idea of what to expect each day,”
says Oral.
With their small farm a literal stone’s
throw away from their official place of
business, you are almost guaranteed that
you’re getting the freshest ingredients
available. Growing on the hillside
immediately behind their food stall is
almost one acre of land filled with corn
and pumpkin. Their home, just across the
road, offers a beautiful view of Essex valley
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DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME
If a trip to South Manchester is not in your
immediate plan, we have a solution. Save for
the 40-gallon iron soup pot and the outdoor
.

.

wood and coal fire set-up, we’re pretty sure
you can find everything you need to stir up
some one-pot goodness right in your own

kitchen. Here’s what you’ll need, and how
to do it right!
Thanks to Angela DeLeon for this great recipe!
(www.cooklikeajamaican.com)

Ingredients
»» 1 tbsp Cooking Oil
»» 1 small Onion, chopped
»» 3 cloves Garlic, minced
»» 1 stalk Celery, diced
»» 10 cups Water
»» 1/2 cup Coconut Milk
»» 3 large Vegetable Bouillon cubes
»» 1 cup dry Split Peas
»» 3 cups cubed pumpkin

»» 2 inch piece fresh Ginger, peeled
and grated
»» 3 sprigs fresh Thyme (or 2 tsp dried)
»» 3 medium potatoes, peeled and
cubed
»» 4 cobs fresh corn
»» 3 Carrots, diced
»» 1/4 teaspoon Cayenne Pepper
»» 1/2 tsp Black Pepper

»» 1 tsp Salt, or to taste
»» 1 scotch bonnet pepper, whole
(optional)

Saute onion, garlic and celery in
cooking oil until onion is transparent

the kernels off of the remaining 2
cobs; set aside.

black pepper, cayenne pepper, and
salt. If using, place the scotch bonnet
pepper on top

pumpkin/squash to pot and bring to a
boil on High

broth in the pot until smooth

Method

01

Add water, coconut milk,
02
boullion, split peas and 2 cups of

Lower heat and cook on a slow
03
boil until the split peas are soft; about

20 to 30 minutes

04

In the meantime, cut 2 cobs of
corn into 1/2-inch “wheels” and shave
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Optional: once split peas are
05
soft, use a hand blender to puree the
Add the remaining pumpkin/
06
squash, potatoes, carrots, corn, ginger

and thyme to the pot and simmer on
medium for about 20 minutes, or until
carrots and potatoes are soft

08

Simmer soup for about 5 to 10
more minutes or until the flavour of
the seasonings are released into the
soup; discard scotch bonnet pepper

  Serves 8 to 10 Persons

07 Stir in the remaining seasonings:
ISSUE 3 • 2015
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John Lasater

Hattie B’s Hot Chicken

Serves 4 Persons
For the Dry Brine

»» 1 whole chicken (3
pounds), washed, patted
dry, and cut into quarters
»» 1 tablespoon kosher salt
»» 1 1/2 teaspoons freshly
ground black pepper
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For the Dip
»» 1 cup whole milk
»» 2 large eggs
»» 1 tablespoon Louisianastyle hot sauce

For the Dredge
»» 2 cups all-purpose flour
»» 2 teaspoons sea salt
»» Vegetable oil, for frying
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For the Spicy Coating
»» 1/2 cup lard, melted and heated (or hot
frying oil)
»» 3 tablespoons cayenne pepper
»» 1 tablespoon (packed) light brown sugar
»» 1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
»» 3/4 teaspoon sea salt
»» 1/2 teaspoon paprika
»» 1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
DRY BRINE THE CHICKEN: In a bowl, toss
the chicken pieces with salt and pepper, cover,
and refrigerate overnight or up to 24 hours.
MAKE THE DIP AND DREDGE: In a bowl,

whisk together the milk, eggs, and hot sauce. In
a separate bowl, whisk together the flour and salt.
DREDGE THE CHICKEN: Dip the chicken

in the flour mixture, then in the milk mixture,

ISSUE 3 • 2015

then in the flour mixture again, shaking off the
excess after each step.
FRY THE CHICKEN: Fill a 6- to 8-quart pot

halfway with oil and to 325°F. Set a wire rack
on top of a rimmed baking sheet and set aside.
Working in batches, lower the chicken into the
fryer and fry until crisp, 15 to 17 minutes for
breast quarters and 18 to 20 minutes for leg
quarters. Remove the chicken and let drain on
the rack.
MAKE THE SPICY COATING: Carefully ladle
the lard or frying oil into a medium heatproof
bowl and wwhisk in the cayenne pepper, brown
sugar, black pepper, salt, paprika, and garlic
powder. Baste the spice mixture over the hot
fried chicken and serve immediately.
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“Fried chicken
is a dish that satisfies”

It’s often called comfort food, and there is little question why. It’s crispy and flaky on the outside and succulent and tender on the inside; fried chicken can take
you to a place where ‘all is well with the world’!

B

rined, battered, double battered, bathed in buttermilk
and slathered in secret sauce: everyone loves fried
chicken and everyone has their own take. We caught
up with Lee Brian Schrager, the visionary behind
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Food Network & Cooking Channel South Beach and New York
City Wine & Food Festivals. His new book FRIED & TRUE,
takes a delicious bite out of a nation’s long-standing relationship
with a foodie favourite – fried chicken!

The Book
With more than 50 recipes for fried chicken and sides, FRIED
& TRUE showcases America’s best fried chicken recipes – from
classic Southern preparations to new twists by chefs across the
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country – paired with 25 perfect sides.
In addition to beautiful finished food
photographs, photographer Evan Sung
captured many of the beloved cooks and
adoring fans keeping the fried chicken
tradition alive and well. When people start
talking about their favorite fried chicken,
it opens up a whole conversation about
America’s culinary heritage. It is fitting that
FRIED & TRUE opens with a foreword
written by award-winning actress and artist
Whoopi Goldberg, who will once again
host Schrager’s Food Network New York
City Wine & Food Festival Chicken Coupe
event this fall. Goldberg and Schrager’s
mutual admiration for America’s favorite
comfort food led to the idea for this event
several years ago, and it is now a signature
at both Festivals that, like the book, serves
as a decadent celebration of fried chicken.

The Man Behind the Book
Lee Brian Schrager, founder and director of
the Food Network South Beach and New
York City Wine & Food Festivals, took
a long and tasty road trip from fry joints
to four-star restaurants, uncovering more
than 50 of the country’s most delicious
and inventive recipes. LEE is the Vice
President of Corporate Communications
& National Events for Southern Wine
& Spirits of America, Inc. and is widely
recognized for his creation of both the Food
Network South Beach and New York City
Wine & Food Festivals. He has written
the book with ADEENA SUSSMAN is a
food writer and recipe developer who has
been published in Food & Wine, Gourmet,
Martha Stewart Living, Cooking Light,
Health, Self, Every Day with Rachael Ray,
and on Epicurious.
Lee Brian Schrager loves fried chicken!
Why?
“Fried chicken is something that
conjures up fond memories for so many
people. Whether it’s served hot out of the
skillet, or cold the next day at a summer
picnic, it’s a dish that satisfies; and dressed
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up or dressed down, can be a fit for any
occasion.”
The range in these recipes in FRIED
& TRUE is extraordinary--what other
food has been honored everywhere from
Popeye’s to the French Laundry? No two
recipes are alike and you can try your hand
at the range of sides as well – there’s no
wrong way to make a buttermilk biscuit
here and you might even be inspired to
host your own Chicken Coupe event for
your friends this summer.
Be sure to grab copies of Lee’s books and
look out for his third cookbook, Breakfast
in America (Clarkson Potter), due out in
April 2016!

FRIED & TRUE:
More Than 50 Recipes
for America’s Best Fried
Chicken and Sides
(Clarkson Potter, $22.50)

Follow on Twitter at @Fried_and_True and
@Lee_Schrager, and on Instagram at @
FriedAndTrueCookBook.
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Havendale:
Barbican:
Liguanea:
Ocho Rios:

Mandeville: 625-0247-9
925-5905, 969-7182-5
Braeton:
978-4126-8
949-3706, 949-0138, 989-4069
927-1916, 977-2884
989-3460, 822-0878, 823-4752
974-2221, 974-4036, 974-6501 Bogue:
953-6388-90

New Kingston:
Montego Bay:
Angels (Plaza):

920-8656-8
971-5379-82
602-5794-7

Limited Time Offer. While Supplies Last. Conditions Apply. Visuals Shown Are Representational.
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The HouseBoat
Gril Experience
BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS • STYLING: AIESHA PANTON

.
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The 30-second sail across to The HouseBoat Grill drifts peacefully on the
Bogue Lagoon. The ride is as serene as the evening ahead. The ferry, creatively
buoyed by reconstructed barrels, gently pulls its passengers into a virtual old
world nestled deep in the annals of colonial Louisanna. As if the bayou has secrets,
my imagination immediately conjures visions of firefly-led journeys, but unlike in the
days of Huckleberry Finn, the journey you embark on is more of culinary proportions
and less of a childhood adventure.

T

he idea to take a 1970’s twostory houseboat, moor it 30
feet from the shoreline and
to convert it into a restaurant
was the brainchild of Norma
Stanley. The boat originally
positioned in Whitehouse, St. James, was towed to
its present Montego Bay location in the early 1980’s
and operated under the stewardship of Norma Stanley
(mother to present co-owner Scott Stanley), and
former crop-dusting pilot and ‘Doctor No’ actor Tim
Moxon. The boat operated originally in Whitehouse
as a nightclub and then in Bogue Lagoons a fondue
restaurant, eventually giving way to new ownership
in 2001. Subsequent renovations have maintained
the restaurant’s old southern charm, while a modern,
appetizing menu and premium wine and spirits listing
preserve it’s relevance and genuine popularity.
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For several years, this 30-year-old restaurant
has been named amongst Jamaica’s fine-dining
destinations. Consistency is key, and since opening
its doors, has welcomed and satisfied countless guests
from Jamaica and across the world.
As a small restaurant with big appeal, The
HouseBoat Grill has developed a reputation of ‘tens
across the board’ for impeccable customer service
and great cuisine – two key components for repeat
guests and longevity. “I’ve been eating here for more
than 9 years,” says Montego Bay native Dr. Claudine
Lewis. “Although I do have my favourite dishes, I’ve
tried just about everything on the menu, and I’ve
never been disappointed.” Claudine is longtime fan
of the restaurant and her role as a guest judge at the
recently held Jamaica Observer Food Awards qualifies
her opinion as more than just a lover of food.
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Hearty Beef & Black Bean
Chili Soup, Sour Cream
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T

he menu changes occasionally,
yet always stays true to
offering a distinct selection
of international dishes. Main
course favourites continue to be the gilled
tenderloin and the lobster, which when
in season, wait patiently for diners to
make the freshest choice available from
the lobster tank on property. “Though
rustic in appearance, The HouseBoat
Grill is decidedly cosmopolitan in flair
and execution”, continues Dr. Lewis, who
having traveled the world in search of

the best places to dine, reckons that The
HouseBoat Grill experience is deserving
of a top-ranked position.
The barge-like restaurant seats 50
persons and sets the perfect backdrop for
a romantic evening. Consider a flawless
combination of a candlelight dinner, the
pleasant musk of the cool mangrove and
a breathtaking view of the Montego Bay
Marine Park.
The restaurant is owned by Scott Stanley
and Richard Nurse, who collectively
have over 50 years experience in the
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Though
rustic in
appearance,
The
Houseboat
Grill is
decidedly
cosmopolitan
in flair and
execution.
.
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Caramelized Plantain,
Onion, Chèvre Cheese
& Bacon Cheese
Tartlet, Mixed Lettuce
Greens, Extra Virgin Olive
Oil & Balsamic Vinaigrette
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Grilled Tenderloin of
Beef & Grilled Shrimp
with Spicy Scotch Bonnet
Beurre Blanc, Roasted
Garlic Mashed Potatoes,
Brown Butter Carrots

.

.

field. Richard is a Johnson & Wales- guests. “When we bid you farewell,
trained Culinary Artist, and Scott, an we are proud each time to say ‘mission
expert in the packaging industry, honed accomplished”, emphasizes Chef Richard
his skills in restaurant ownership and Nurse.
management under the auspices of his
At The HouseBoat Grill, you have the
mother. Together, they have taken the assurance of quality from the team that
concept of merely dining out and created has been getting it right for many years,
an experience comprising your meal, the and the stamp of approval from countless
view and even the nightly entertainment happy guests.
provided by Mother Nature. You see, The
Be sure to visit The HouseBoat Grill the
HouseBoat Grill sits calmly in the midst next time you’re in Montego Bay. Check
of a large tarpon nesting harbour. It is their website for a current menu listing
a great breeding area for this active and ahead of your visit so you’ll know exactly
energetic fish, which often take breaths of what to expect, and remember to make
air while swimming close to the surface; reservations.
an unusual sight for many new guests,
www.houseboatgrill.com
and an unlikely source of amusement and
interesting conversation. Of note is the
fact that these large tarpon are protected
by Jamaican law and provide a beautiful
reminder of preserving and caring for the
environment.
From the moment you board The
ABOVE: New Zealand
Green Lipped Mussels
in Spicy Thai Red Coco
HouseBoat Grill, until you place your
BELOW: Warm Banana
napkin down for the last time, each
Cake w/ Crème Anglaise
member of staff has one objective – to
and Jamaican Coffee – Tia
Maria & Whipped Cream
ensure the complete satisfaction of all
Nut Curry Sauce
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ROLL
WITH IT

BY: JONI WEDDERBURN • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS
STYLING: AIESHA PANTON

The stomach faintly growls as it suspends the now futile
search for food. Hunger is seemingly on the horizon,
immediate action must be taken. The challenge to find
something, anything to eat, is met by strong resistance:
the mind unsure, the appetite fickle, the willpower
dangerously low. Lingering in front of an open fridge
proves futile in solving the problem; concerns about
the time to order takeout stalls hope of any real action.
Alas, in the midst of all this mental chaos, the definitive
solution the body has been craving.
ISSUE 3 • 2015
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T

urns out, the culinary world’s
pièce de résistance is the
crepe, a thin pancake stuffed
with a variety of scrumptious
ingredients. At the newly minted space at
80 LMR in Kingston, Jamaican foodies
are smitten by this delicious treat and
are seeking solace at Tea Tree Creperie.
Here, people come for Chef Maree’s hearty
goodies, stay for the cosy ambiance and
relish in the friendly service. Behind the
scenes, the busy kitchen is aflutter with
activity, as thick batters of eggs, flour, salt,
milk and butter glide across the hot surfaces
of crepe machines. After a short minute,
the mixture is flipped and the underside
cooked until golden brown. To top it all
off, a generous choice of tasty fillings, from
smoked salmon to brie and pesto to lemon
merengue, the crepe easily straddling the
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line between simple meal and fancy dish.
The genius that is the crepe comes
courtesy of the French, masters of fine
dining, purveyors of delectable cuisine.
The pancake originally made its debut
as an uneven bread in the prehistoric
era; its round shape a symbol of ancient
civilization’s worship of the sun. Around
the 15th century, pancakes swept across
Europe, eventually reincarnated as the
crepe in Britanny, France. The crepe has
since transformed from its bare beginnings
when it was rarely served with any
garnishes to a flavourful dish chockfull
of sweet and savoury delights. From
the desolate, rocky moors of northwest
France, the crepe’s popularity soared, as
specialized creperies popped up cross
country, clustering alongside the nation’s
famed landmarks.
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dored by locals and foreign
tourists alike, demand for
crepes stretched far beyond
French borders, spreading
throughout Europe, gravitating east to
Japan and moving west to North America.
Little wonder the original crepe has since
morphed into the Italian crespelle rolled
and baked in tomato and cheese sauce,
Hungarian palacsinta sprinkled with
walnuts and sugar, and Russian blini loaded
with cream cheese, salmon and chives. It’s
even sported its own Jamaican version,
with Tea Tree’s mouth-watering ackee and
saltfish crepe topped with cooked callaloo.
From its humble start as merely a source
of bread, the crepe has gone on to garner
universal appeal, revered for its unique
versatility. Meat lovers, vegetarians, gluten
free advocates and organic food supporters
all have their dietary preferences and don’t
always agree on what constitutes a proper
meal. But the crepe offers an opportunity
for consensus as meat can be piled on or
purposely left off, veggies graciously dealt
or meticulously picked out, while gluten
free buckwheat can be used as part of
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the base ingredients and organic foods
carefully sourced for the recipe.
A simple cooking method means a crepe
is never really far away; an ‘anytime dish’
that can be eaten throughout the day or
night. In the mornings, breakfast crepes
can be served with fruit and yogurt or eggs
and greens. Come lunch time, chicken,
ham or shrimp paired with tangy cheeses
will undoubtedly curb any hunger pangs,
while dinner featuring a yummy dessert
crepe laden with banana cream pie or
chocolate sauce is sure to satisfy any late
evening cravings.
“Crepes are amazing, no matter what
you choose to put in it,” shares Carrie
Sigurdson, Tea Tree Creperie’s Owner and
Marketing Manager. “It’s truly the perfect
meal, everything on one plate with all your
major food groups, you just have to wrap
it together,” she explains.
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OUR LISTINGS
Mobile: 876-619-2962/3 • Tel: 876-931-4471
ValerieLevyandAssociates
ValerieLevyandAssociates
Web: www.vlarealtors.com

CARIBBEAN HEIGHTS

.

MLS#10352
Half Moon,
St. James

US$1M

.

This well appointed villa home is located in
the coveted community of the White Witch
18 hole championship golf course. One of
few upscale communities in this locale, Caribbean Heights is a mere 10 minutes
from the Sangster International Airport and is within 5 minutes of shopping and fine
dining; another 15 minutes will land you at the never sleeping Montego Bay “Hip
Strip”. Definitely for the discerning home buyer who favours privacy and serenity,
this elegant home offers almost 3000 sf of generous living space for cozy family
gatherings or large entertainment. Boasting a well equipped kitchen, this home
provides seamless transition for indoor / outdoor living from the very ample living
room to the spacious patio and pool deck. Other features include a luxurious
soaking tub, walk in closets and an office in the master suite; a gym, 2 bedrooms
with en-suite bathrooms and staff quarters complete this home.
Camille Boland 876-426-4667

MT. NELSON
MLS#1395
Mandeville

US$900,000

This impressive half acre property has a
one of a kind two story split level home
with seven bedrooms and six and a half
bathrooms. The upstairs interiors are
replete with sleek wood floors, and his and hers closets in all bedrooms. The
master bedroom has a separate sitting area, superbly appointed bathroom,
and enormous walk-ins. An island in the gourmet kitchen serves as a
breakfast area, and is adjacent to the large family room. One of the balconies
with lattice grill work, is directly in front of the kitchen, where one can eat,
relax and enjoy the spectacular panoramas of Mandeville and the neighboring
estate homes. The grounds, with swimming pool, hot tub, pool house and
gazebo are perfect for hosting both casual gathering and grander affairs. This
property has two caretaker’s apartments with separate kitchen and a four car
enclosed garage.
Camille Boland 876-426-4667

NORBROOK DRIVE
MLS#13598
J$43M
Norbrook,
On the Fairways,
Kingston 8
Well appointed townhouse located in beautifully maintained development close
to shopping areas and schools. This unit boast approximately 3200 sq ft with
large master bedroom suite with its own private balcony. Two television rooms,
office and large balcony upstairs. Staff quarters and laundry room. Amenities
include pool with 24 hour security. Allison Machado 876-427-6457

PHOENIX AVE
MLS#12216
Kingston 5

J$43M

The property is currently zoned
residential; However the surrounding
environs have become commercial.
Great potential to develop
commercially.
The Main house is approximately 1689 sq ft with an adjoining cottage with
approximately 757 sq ft with 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, living and dining with
kitchen. Land size is approximately 11,095 sq ft.
Allison Machado 876-427-6457

MAIN STREET
US$490,000

MLS#13390
Santa Maria,
Ocho Rios, St. Ann

Ocean front four bedroom penthouse
apartment with breath taking views of the ocean.
Ready for immediate occupancy furnished with
all major appliances. Amenities include lovely
landscaped grounds, pool with 24 hours security.
This oasis is minutes away from shops and
restaurants. Allison Machado 876-427-6457

Valerie Levy and Associates Ltd.

134 Constant Spring Rd., Suite 23, Mid Spring Plaza, Kingston 8, Jamaica

Mobile: 876-619-2962/3 • Tel: 876-931-4471
ValerieLevyandAssociates
ValerieLevyandAssociates
Web: www.vlarealtors.com

OXFORD HOUSE
MLS#9198
Commerical

JM$85M

Great office space
located on the top floor of this threestorey commercial building that is within
minutes of downtown Kingston and
seconds from the heart of the New
Kingston business district. The 8,620 sq.
ft. floor space is currently divided into offices, conference room, lunchroom, and male
and female restrooms with easy-to-move drywall partitions. There is an elevator for
easy access to all floors. From the front of the building one gets a beautiful view of
the Kingston waterfront and a mountain view from the rear of the building.
Shirley Fombrun 876-855-1142
.

COMING SOON! Ferry

(30) 2,000 sq ft warehouse units = 25ft x 80ft
* Will not be accepting any deposits

J$30M

Lorraine Levy Finlason 876-383-1111

DRUMBLAIR PALMS

INGLESIDE
ID# 5184
Mandeville

US$534,000

Seven bedrooms, six bathrooms
classically
designed
and
richly
embellished large family home in
Mandeville, has two one bedroom flats
and is set on a half acre lot. From the center hall, a grand staircase ascends to
the second floor, where the windows and balcony capture arresting panoramas
of Mandeville. The master en-suite has a whirlpool bath,separate shower stall, his
and hers walk-in closets and a balcony. There are two other bedrooms on the
second floor. The first floor has the laundry room, large eat-in kitchen, elegant living
room, en-suite bedroom and a double enclosed garage.
Pauline Lettman 876-381-4057

TREASURE BEACH
MLS#13897
St. Elizabeth

.

US$560,000

Located on the beach, this 3 Bedroom,
3 bathroom, 3000 sq ft fully furnished villa
with a swimming pool sits on approx 3/4
of tropical bliss.
Sarah Todd 876-375-5180

MLS#13750
Kingston 10

J$16.5M

Spacious upper floor apartment in fairly
new complex with pool, reserve water,
drying yard and 24hr security plus
intercom to the gate.
This unit has breathtaking views from every room, interior laundry and two bedrooms
with en-suite bathrooms. The property is ideally located off Waterloo Road and is
close to Megamart, the Rubis gas station, several embassies and just on the edge
of the major business and shopping districts! Tanya Sue 876-401-9046

FAIRY HILL
MLS#13429
Portland

US$305,000

This beautiful 12.5 acre property over looks Alligator
Head, Monkey Island the beach at San San.
Just a few minutes passed Goblin Hill it is a developers
dream.
Do not hesitate to call for a private viewing.
Lorraine Levy Finlason 876-383-1111

Valerie Levy and Associates Ltd.

134 Constant Spring Rd., Suite 23, Mid Spring Plaza, Kingston 8, Jamaica
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.

